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Once  upon  a time there  was a lot more  Latin  around. If you'd stepped into one of the twenty-eight public 
libraries of imperial   Rome,  you  would  have  found  the  pigeon-holes stacked   high  with  texts  we no  
longer  have.  There  were works by authors  who have survived to us only in part  - Sallust's Histories; 
Ovid's only play, the  Medea; 48 more speeches of Cicero, and 107 more books of Livy. There were whole  
authors   that   we  know  only  from  mentions   and quotations -Ennius, the founder  of Roman epic; 
Lucilius, the  founder  of satire;  Gallus,  the  founder  of love-elegy. There  were even whole genres of 
literature, now vanished: early Roman tragedy, which Cicero liked to quote; political memoirs,   like   those   
of   Nero's   mother,    the   Empress Agrippina (Tacitus  had read them;  they must have been a sort  of  He  
Claudius).  Between  those  libraries   and  our libraries,  comes a long process of whittling down. That  was 
partly deliberate: authors go out of fashion, or get cut down to excerpts  and summaries, or fall off the  set-
book list in medieval schools. But much was accidental. Ancient books are all  hand-copies  on papyrus  or 
parchment; you cannot manufacture them  in bulk,  and those that there are remain very vulnerable. If a 
work circulates  in only a handful  of copies, it doesn't  take much in the way of wars or worms to put it out 
of circulation for ever.  
 

Renaissance detective• 
 
So, from the beginning of the Dark Ages (c. AD 550) to the invention of printing  (c. 1450), the Latin classics 
led an adventurous life.  Not that  it  was down  hill  all  the  way. Periods  of   decline,      when   books   
dwindle   and   perish, alternate with periods of revival, when scholars seek out the surviving  manuscripts 
and  make  new copies  and  so give them a new lease of life. One revival, in the ninth  century, centred  on 
France; the impulse came from  Charlemagne's empire;  manuscripts flowed northwards from  Italy  to  be 
multiplied  in the new script which was the outward  sign of the new spirit.  A second, which we call 'the 
Renaissance', centred  on Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth  centuries; again,  a  new  script  developed,  
whose classical  elegance marks  a cultural  revolution;  again,  old books were pulled out  of distant  libraries  
to be copied  and circulated and interpreted for scholars and poets who saw· in the classics a window into a 
new, unstuffy world. 
 

Nowadays,  books come to you; then,  you might  well have to go to them.  Any monastic  library  might  
have the one and  only copy of a  particular work for five hundred miles; if you knew about it (from the 
grape-vine), you would simply  have to get  on  a  horse  and  go  there.  It was not generally as risky a 
business as in Umberto  Eco's medieval detective story, The Name of the Rose (where seven monks get 
murdered for the sake of one manuscript) - but  still tiring and competitive. What carried them on was 
the excitement  of the chase. Any journey might lead to a new library,  a  new  manuscript and  a  new 
classic  - often  a classic known about but never read, simply because no copy was available. 

 
So  the  poet   Petrarch   (1304-1374)  located   Cicero's Letters  to Atticus  at Verona in Italy, and his Pro 
Cluentio 300  miles  further   south  at  Montecassino;   but  it  took  a journey to France to find Liyy (at 
Chartres) and Propertius (at  Paris). The scholar  and  politician  Salutati (1331-1406) wrote to a friend in 
1392 to acknowledge a complete copy of  Cicero's Letters  to his Friends ('I admired  Cicero from his 
speeches  and   philosophical   books:   but   now  you  have handed me the whole real man'), and to ask for 
a copy of the Letters to Atticus, which he heard was in Verona -unless indeed  they'd  disappeared when  
the  city  was sacked  in 1390. The papal secretary Poggio (1380-1459) was specially active. At Cluny in 
France he found two speeches of Cicero unknown   until  then;  at  St  Gall  in  Switzerland  various books, 
including  a complete Art of Rhetoric  by Quintilian. 'We found  Quintilian safe and  sound', he wrote,  
'though decayed and thick with dust . . . The books were not in the library,  as their  importance required,  
but  in a dark  filthy cellar,  at  the  bottom  of a tower,  which you wouldn't  use even as a condemned cell'. 
 
Finding your book was not the end of the chase. Once you began to read, you would find difficulties, if 
only where the mistakes of copyists had left the Latin unintelligible; if you had no other copy, you had to 
rely on your own brains to guess what the author originally wrote. So there was more pioneering to be done: 
the things we take  for granted  - authoritative texts, explanatory  notes, complete grammars and 
dictionaries -all had to be created from scratch. 
 

Catullus, the  most familiar  of Latin  poets to us, illustrates the whole process. He survived the Middle 
Ages as a single hand-written copy; that  copy turned up about 1300, and  shortly after  disappeared again,  
but  not before two new copies  had  been  made  from  it. From  those  two descend every modem  Catullus;  
an  accident  or two then, and he would have been off the syllabus for all time. Early in the descent, scholars  
were working to restore the poet's words. If we now read the  poem about  Lesbia's  sparrow, our texts 
have 'o factum  male! o miselle passer' (3.16), but what the manuscript of 1300 had was 'bonum factum, 



male bonus  ille passer', which makes  no sense (or  metre).  We owe  our   text  to  the   intuition   of  the   
fifteenth century pioneers. 

 
Egyptian rubbish 

 
The age of discovery came to an end in 1527, when five lost books of Livy turned  up; Latin literature, as we 
know it, was more or less complete. It wasn't until the 1880s that a third renaissance  began,  and  this  time  
in  Egypt.  Rome conquered   Egypt   in  30BC;  and   for  seven  centuries   a handful  of Roman  officials 
and a legionary garrison  ruled the   country   through   the  Greek-speaking  colonial  class whom they 
found already established there. The Greeks left behind  them,   preserved  intact  under  the  dry sand,  their 
written rubbish  -heaps of tattered  books and documents, written on papyrus  paper.  Almost all is in 
Greek;  but occasionally  Latin   appears   - the   lines  of  Gallus   which emerged recently from the 
legionary garbage at Qasr !brim (see Omnibus  1), or the earliest  surviving copy of Virgil's Eclogues just 
found at Narmuthis. 
 
With  the  fourth  century  AD the  supply  increases;  it seems  that   the   imperial   government   tried  to  
hold  the collapsing empire together by promoting linguistic  unity - that   is,  by  making   Greek-
speakers learn  Latin. Greek schoolboys  already  had  a  hard  time;  they  were flogged through   Homer,  
whose Greek  was as strange  to  them  as Chaucer's English to us. Now they had the additional chore of 
Latin; even the  alphabet was unfamiliar  (hence  model alphabets, where the Latin  letters have their 
Greek  names written  over  the   top).  In  these  conditions,   Latin   texts multiplied. Fragments of  them  
survive  to  be  found   by archaeologists  - only fragments, but enough to revive the old excitement  of 
unearthing, and  making  intelligible,  a piece of Latin  which you are  the first  to read  in  modem times. 
 

Alcestis In Barcelona 
 
The  latest find  is a neat little  book,  about  4 inches by 5, made from a single bundle of papyrus sheets 
folded in the middle.  It was copied  in the  fourth  century  AD,  as the handwriting shows; we guess it 
comes from  Egypt (but  no one is telling).  It now lives in  Barcelona;  and  it's  being published  a few 
pages at  a time  - a Hymn  to the Virgin Mary  (published in  1965);  Cicero's  Catilinarians  (1977); and  
a Poem about Alcestis (1982)- all this in Latin; but mixed in there are also Christian hymns, and a Canon 
of the Mass, in Greek. The Alcestis is a real challenge.  Once you understand the  poem,  you  can  assess  
its  literary background; once you assess that,  you can look at the whole book against its social background. 
But even understanding runs into difficulties. 
 
The first  problem is to read the script. Here are three lines: 

 

f  ( ltfmu ld tu(tJoX.tJ,J 

<7       YT' r«orct:J fttoCot-Jf <zr 
l> om rJIO('otn,JtJm 
In modern letters this comes out as 

PIETATIS* IAMVAGASIDERIBVSNOXPIN 
GEBAT VRETALISRORESOPORDFEROCONPLE BENTOMNIASOMNVM 

The next problem is to find words (ancient  books generally 
don't divide them): 

PIETATIS lAM VAGA SIDERIBVS NOX PIN 
GEBATVR ET ALIS RORE SOPORDFERO CONPLE BENT OMNIA SOMNVM 

A third  problem  is to find verses; it's  clear that  these are hexameters, although the scribe writes it all 
out as prose: 

iam vaga sideribus nox pingebatur et a/is 
rore sopordfero conplebent omnia somnum 

Finally, we have to look for sense. The first part translates: 
'Now the passing night was being picked out in stars  . . .' But then  chaos: there's  no obvious subject  
and  too many ablatives, there's no such word as 'sopordfero' and no such form as 'conplebent'. The poet 
must have meant 'night fell, and  sleep covered the  world';  but  what words did  he ac tually  write?  
While  you're  trying  to  guess  (a  suggested answer  below),  spare  a  thought  for  the  scholars  of  the 
fifteenth century,  who had to do this for the whole of Latin literature. 

 
It turns  out to be a poem,  in 124 hexameters,  about Admetus, who was fated to die unless he found a 
substitute, and his wife Alcestis, who volunteered  to die in his place. Euripides' play  shows one  way 
of treating this.  But  the poem belongs to a quite different  tradition: the  art  of in venting  rhetorical   
speeches  for  mythical  characters.  So here,   Admetus   asks  Apollo  about   his  destiny,   Apollo replies, 
Admetus appeals to his family, his father  declines to die for him, his mother  backs out,  and  his wife 



finally sacrifices herself - all in elegant speeches in the high style which goes back to Virgil. Here for 
example is the mother: 

cur metuis mortem, cui nascimur? effuge Ionge 
quo Parthus, quo Medus Arabsque, ubi barbarus ales 
nascitur atque annis iteratus conditur orbis: 
illic, nate, late: sed te tua fata sequentur. 

'Why do you fear death?  We are born to it. Take flight far away, where the Parthians are, the Medes and 
Arabs, where the orient  bird  is born  and  the renewed cycle of the years begins: take  refuge there,  my 
son,  yet still your  Fate  will pursue you!' To our ears, this may ring over-fruity; but the ancients  - who 
didn't suffer from our  delusion  that  personal emotion  is the  only source  of serious  literature - 
would have  assessed  it  as an  expert  verbal  construction, giving pleasure as any well-crafted object 
does. 

A fourth century mirror 
 
And that, no doubt, is why the poem exists in the Barcelona manuscript. This is not a regular book; the 
contents are too miscellaneous.  It isn't   an  exercise  book;  the  writing  is sloppy, but  not subliterate. 
What  it looks like is a private collection: perhaps  for self-education, perhaps a school master's notebook.  
As such, these close-written  papyrus pages mirror  their  age. It is the fourth century: barbarian fights  
Roman,  Latin  presses on Greek,  the  new Christian church  has paganism  on the run. Far  away, the 
Visigoths are breaching  the northern frontier  of the empire;  despite Latinisation,  the Greek east is about  
to part from the Latin west; Church fathers will soon take over library shelves from pagan classics. 

 
All  the  same,   the   schools  continue   to  teach   the traditional elegancies  of  Latin  oratory  and  
Latin  verse: hence the Cicero and the Alcestis, as models for imitation, in our book. All the same, you 
may think  in both Latin and Greek:  hence our  book  has a Greek  hymn alongside  the Latin one. And 
Christian religion doesn't simply cut off classical culture. There's  a remarkable example, also of the fourth  
century, in the Bodmer Library  in Geneva: another educational manual,  since it contains  24 moral 
maxims in verse, plus some excerpts for reading – one from the Book of Daniel, then one from 
Thucydides VI, biblical history followed by classical history. At this  time,  then,  the  two cultures   
combine  in  a  single  education. The  Barcelona manuscript represents  the same epoch: pagan Alcestis 
and Christian Mass coexist between the same two covers. 
 
So, there is still more Latin to be found;  and what we find may provide a sidelight on history,  as well as 
an addition  to  literature. We  have  not  heard  the  last  of  the Barcelona codex. It has twenty more 
pages, and we don’t know what’s in them. Watch this space.  
 

*** Answer: . . . et aleslrore soporifero conpleverat omnia somnus,  'and winged Sleep had filled the 
world with drowsy dew’. 
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